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Abbreviations 
SRSO Sindh Rural Support Organization 

GoS Government of Sindh 

PSC  Poverty Scorecard 

HH Household 

PPRP Peoples Poverty Reduction 

Programme 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

TL Team Leader 

MIS Management Information 

System 

GIS Geographical Information System 

CO Community Organization 

VO Village Organization 

LSO Local Support Organization 

PMU Programme Monitoring Unit 

MER Monitoring Evaluation and 

Research 

RSPN Rural Support Programme 

Network 

SMT Social Mobilization Team 

DM District Manager 

MEC Monitoring & Evaluation Cell 

UC Union Council 

DPR Daily Progress Report 

MPR Monthly Progress Report 

WDD  Women Development 

Department 

GoS Government of Sindh 

CIF Community Investment Fund 

IGG Income Generating Grant 

CMST Community Managed Skills 

Training 

TNA Training Need Assessment 

TNI Training Need Identification 

MIP Micro-Investment Plan 

MEO Monitoring Evaluation officer 

PI Programme Introduction 

SM Social Mobilization 

S.O Social Organizer 

UI Unit In charge 

MAC   Managerial Activist Conference 

VMST   VO Management & Skills Training 

LCHS Low-Cost Housing Scheme 

VTP Vocational Training Programme 

CBK Community Book Keeper 

CRP Community Resource Person 

TF Tunnel Farming 

BDG Business Development Group 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

CI Community Institution 

PSC Poverty Scorecard 

QPR Quarterly Progress Report 

AR Annual Report 
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Overview 

This month report depicts the monthly progress 

of PPRP Districts project activities carried out 

with fundamental ingredient of social 

mobilization: CO/VO/LSO formation, their 

routine and follow up meetings with the practice 

of saving, community initiative through 

community institution platform with further 

Programme interventions to targeted 

households’. PPRP is the only Community-driven 

Women development Project seek to empower 

communities, reduce poverty, and improve 

economic and social conditions of the poor, 

typically in rural and remote areas.  

Community Driven Development addresses two 

persistent gender gaps: (1) women’s lack of voice 

in public and home decision making, and (2) their 

poor access to basic living facilities’ and income 

generation sources’ and developing their 

capacity to survive in the fittest ambiance.  

PPRP implemented on “the principles of local 

women empowerment, participatory 

governance in community institutions’, demand 

responsiveness, administrative autonomy, and 

enhanced local capacity.” 

There were also community institutions leaders’ 

conference for interacting and brining three 

pillars: political, administrative and social pillars 

collaboratively at one platform of MAC 

managerial activist conference that community 

institution leaders can share their progress, 

learning experiences and issue to be resolved at 

this platform. The targeted community is also 

getting many benefits through intervention of 

CIF Community investment Fund, IGG and LCHS.  

The basic pillar of development and foundation 

of eradication rural poverty among marginalized 

rural women to fold themselves into community 

institutions at the community level on Parra, 

village and union council. In order to accomplish 

this, SRSO conducted “Poverty Score Card” 

exercise in projected union councils in six 

districts to help identify the poor and the 

poorest.  

Under the social mobilization, the women 

fostered into CO/VO and LSO has been at peak in 

the six districts areas. Rural women of these 

areas have shown their keen interest to uplift 

their living standard by formation of 

community/Village organization. Indeed, the 

next phase is of selection of honest and 

dedicated community institution leaders, 

conducting monthly meeting, doing exercise of 

saving and operate their organization for 

development of human and society to alienate 

the poverty at household level by generating 

new sources of income at HHs level.  

SRSO under the PPRP, for managerial skills 

trainings of community leaders of community 

institutions, there are many trainings have 

scheduled at community level. There are 

scheduled different type of trainings for three 
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VO leaders initially because the CIF, IGG, VTP, 

LCH and ED interventions starts at VO level.  

Therefore, the skills training starts from 

Community organizations (Cos) office bearers 

which is, CMST (Community Management Skills 

Training), in which three days managerial 

training for CO leaders at village level. In 

addition, they trained on necessity of VO 

management and Planning Training, CIF 

Appraisals’, monitoring training, and many other 

managerial pieces of training for community 

organizations’ (CO/VO/LSO) office bearers held 

to train and uplift these Cis. 

In pertinent to this, Community institutions 

leaders also arranged the Managerial Activist 

Conference (MAC) of community leaders and 

activists that are willing to uplift the community 

from poverty and have a spirit to work under the 

community institution platform (CO/VO/LSO) 

with the technical assistance of SRSO. In a 

month, the VO leaders Training Vo management 

and planning training (VMST) arranged at District 

Offices along with three days training on CIF 

appraisals and monitoring training. In Khairpur 

CRPs were identified, interviewed and their 

three days CRP Capacity building training was 

also conducted with the assistance of IMSD.  

assistance of SRSO engineers under this 

Programme. Engineers first prepare the 

feasibility report for the houses and then pass a 

resolution through CO/VO for beneficiary. Later, 

A MoU signed between beneficiary and SRSO 

about land and construction of Houses along 

with desired allied facilities for house. Later, 

SRSO Engineering department start their 

technical guidance and monitoring the 

construction phase by frequent visit and as per 

ToRs giving them the financial cheques into 

installments basis to beneficiary only as per 

physical status of house. 

 In all districts, the low-cost housing scheme has 

started and engineers are busy in construction of 

houses. The Cheques to beneficiaries given into 

installment after technical assessment and 

viewing their willingness to construct house at 

concern place/plot where they are ready to 

construct the house.  
Monthly Progress Review Planning Meeting  

As SRSO is always arranging a monthly progress 

review and next month planning meeting of all 

districts chaired by team Leader PPRP and Senior 

Management. In Pertinent to this, during the first 

week of November month, the six Districts 

consolidated Planning & Progress Review 

meeting held at District Office Badin. In which, all 

District Managers, M&E Professional and 

Assistant Finance Manager participated. The LSO 

Presnetation and shring for the PPRP 

intervention, community participation is 

applauded at household level, and they are 

working with you for community driven 

development for poverty reduction. 
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The Social Mobilization first step starts from 

initial contact at the village after the PSC survey 

results, later the SMT went there and collect all 

households in a gathering, they conduct a 

Program Introduction session about the program 

in every projected settlement to tell them about 

the program in detail. The Programme 

Introduction sessions conducted by field 

teams, they initiate the session by doing brain 

storming of rural women with participation 

approach that what is poverty and where it lying 

and what are the main causes of poverty and 

how it alleviated from rural areas can.  

Everything vividly defined that what 

Government of Sindh under the Peoples’ Poverty 

Reduction Programme has brought for you. 

 SRSO has brought a Programme with the 

financial assistance of Government of Sindh, so 

we will not do any work that is government or 

government institutions’ and departments are 

doing we are only here for you just a bridge for 

GoS intervention to household level because 

Government could not reach out at every 

household level. 

They added, Pakistan is also suffering from high 

poverty rate but poverty is existing worldwide, 

we cannot say that any province of Country has 

no poverty but in Pakistan Actual poverty is 

existing at Rural areas and especially at the 

household level; only a mother knows when her 

children are hungry, out of school, ill, and 

without shoes.   

Hence, if 

poverty is at 

the 

household level then actions have to take at the 

household level. However, despite doing a great 

deal of work, all these hundreds of government 

departments do not, and cannot, reach out to 

the household level where actual poverty exists 

and is being experienced 24 hours a day.  

Consequently, Government of Sindh has brought 

a revolutionary Programme for you people but 

there are three conditions compulsory to 

alleviate the poverty because it is the real 

witness of your success.  

Indeed, which are 1: foster into three tiers social 

mobilization, 2nd choose honest and dedicated 

community institutions leaders that can give you 

time and run the institute with willingness and 

commitment. 

Social Mobilisation

• Programme Introduction
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Third is the exercise of saving at household and 

CO level because these things have set a 

remarkable milestone in alleviation of poverty in 

northern areas of Pakistan and In Sindh also.  

Later, the rural women show their willingness 

that there are ready to do for their future 

generation and for their families and they have 

skills to do more to alleviate the poverty but 

need your guidance and assistance.  

Whereas asking examples that what they 

possess that can alleviate the poverty, they said 

that they have minimal resources at the 

household level: small ruminants or a share in 

cattle/buffalos, knitting/stitching skills, etc.  

These can be a small piece of land, some 

livestock, some skills, family members, or some 

small savings.  

Women showing their keen interest that they 

have many skills, which underutilized due to not 

having resources and potential to do but slightly 

need to polish and improve. 

These rural women and their management of the 

resources of the poor households through which 

their source of income generation can increase 

because the money is the main source of 

alleviation of poverty and if money came into 

house then it automatically turns the living 

standard of poor.  

They quoted several potentials i.e. Vocational 

Trainings for their daughters and sons, 

vocational training for themselves i.e. Tailoring, 

Stitching, hand embroidery, applique, and 

beautician.  

The gathered community women and men 

agreed upon a single point of having some 

resources, and that their management can 

improved. At last, all community women speak 

about their poverty and shown keen interest to 

work with SRSO and foster themselves into 

CO/VO/LSO. 

   

Social Mobilization is mainly to mobilize the 

community about a big idea that is going to 

hearten them for their development and uplift 

their living standard through a successful 

experience of organizing themselves into 

community-level institutions: CO/VO/LSO. SRSO 

in last PPRP Phase has proven to experience that 

when community-owned organizations are 

financially and socially viable initiatives that can 

play a pivotal role in the process of social 

transformation.  

Because this will create, a social awareness and 

thinking pattern change through which a 

cumulative thinking and realizing their potential 

will ignited and work automatically being a self-

reliant and own initiative for the development of 

society. As part of the PPRP Programme, 

Community Organizations’ (COs), Village 

Organizations’ (VOs) and Local Support 

Community Institutions'

•CO/VO/LSO Formation
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Organizations’ (LSOs) will be formed to create 

local level domination organizations owned and 

operated by the community, especially rural 

women.  

Now, the SMTs are going into village and 

conducting the Programme introduction briefly 

by telling them about the importance of 

CO/VO/LSO. 

Whereas, the community has also told that how 

these organizations will help you in future that 

these organizations are expected to play an 

important role in identifying problems and 

offering solutions, with the help of the 

government and other development 

stakeholders at community level through this 

platform for community-driven development.  

As SRSO is playing a vital role between GoS and 

Community so the Core activity of all 

interventions is the Social mobilization approach 

in PPRP to identify the poor in order to enable 

them to participate directly in decisions that 

affect their lives and prospects. The concept is to 

build capacities of people to organize, manage 

their own organizations’. In this Programme of 

PPRP SRSO, social Mobilization teams provide 

technical and social guidance and financial 

assistance to the rural poor based on a standard 

three-tiered social mobilization approach for the 

alleviation of poverty, which is the basic 

mandate of this Programme. The social 

mobilization approach, it mainly depends 

 on trust of poor women that this will be a social 

change agent by they possess the skills that can 

be utilized very well just need to polish their skills 

and have an innate potential to help themselves, 

that they can better manage their limited 

resources if they organize themselves into their 

own institutions (CO/VO/LSO). Once people 

organized into properly functioning institutions 

of their own, they find the platform to harness 

their potentials, address their problems and 

fulfill their needs. When such institutions of the 

people fostered at the neighborhood, village and 

union council levels, they become a vehicle 

through which all kinds of community 

development initiatives can effectively 

implemented. 

These institutions serve as the primary partners 

in fulfilling the nation’s development agenda by 

extending outreach to the household level across 

the country, for it is at the household level that 

poverty experienced on a daily basis.  

Above all importance is briefly discussed before 

the formation of CO at Community level and 

SRSO is conducting this activity with a niche 

approach of completing the UC wise and after 

maturity, these Cos are federated into VOs 

where the Cos managers and President join the 

VO at the village level. Furthermore, as 

Community Organizations’ (COs) are the 

foundation of the three-tiered institutional 

network. The CO is a neighborhood level 

institution comprising of 10-25 member 
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households. COs are federated into Village 

Organizations’ (VOs) for planning and 

coordination at the village level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidated Social Mobilization Report 

Month-November, Social Mobilization Report 
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Under the Peoples’ Poverty Reduction 

Programme, the developing capacity of 

community institutions office bearers and their 

representatives’ is the main priority while 

implementing it. PPRP the VMST/CMST designed 

for presidents and managers of Community 

Organizations for the purpose of mobilizing and 

strengthening their capacities to identify their 

problems and decide priorities on their own. The 

event organized when COS, VOs formally started 

conducting meetings monthly, and at least two 

months they have conducted meetings and 

practiced saving exercise at the household level.  

This training aims to enhance the knowledge, 

skill, and capabilities of the participants in 

planning and managing their developmental 

activities and to utilize the available local 

resources as well.  

It provides the participants an opportunity to 

build their capacities to break the vicious cycle of 

poverty by undertaking the poverty reduction 

and income generating activities on their own 

according to the community needs.  

 

 

 

 

 
  

Sindh is contributing a lot in youth employable 

skills and providing training cum job skillful 

trainings because youth population in Sindh 

estimated at 55.7 and out of this youth 

population, 1.7 million are unemployed as per 

secondary survey (GiZ survey).  

A large group of youth is unemployed, as they do 

not have skills to compete in the job market due 

to different circumstances i.e. quality of 

education, low literacy rate, having not good 

school infrastructure for formal education. 

Therefore, Skills development is an important 

step to promote employment generation 

through employable skills training; as it will 

increase in number of skillful youths would 

increase per capita income, thus give boost to 

economy of province.  

During this project, SRSO has groomed youth in 

many employment trades priority given to 

women and females for empowering their role in 

contribution for poverty alleviation through 

social mobilization community institutions 

(CO/VO/LSO) and shaped the youth as an 

economic asset for their households. 

During monthly trainings at different districts, 

names for ensuring implementation of quality 

vocational standardized skill development 

training so that each man and woman would get 

Capacity Developing Training

• CO/VO/LSO Office Bearers

Vocational Training

• Employable Skills Training
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equal opportunity to get benefit from this 

intervention at community level.  

This successful ending of trainings has brought 

lucrative results in human resource development 

at community level in wisdom and knowledge 

development for way forward career. For This 

Component we financially supported by Donor 

GoS-EPPRP, the detailed achievements of six 

districts mentioned. 

 

SRSO believes in providing a path that leads a 

career of prosperity through vocational life skills 

training for male and female through linkages 

and job placement. 

Job Placement in PPRP is the basic step by 

supporting graduates with career related 

challenges through their expertise as per labor 

market, so they can put a person’s qualifications, 

experience, strengths and weakness in a broad 

perspective while also considering their salary, 

location job market possibilities. IMSD-SRSO are 

often capable of supporting VPT graduates 

finding suitable placement / jobs in working out 

conflict with their employers or finding the 

support of other helpful services. 

In pertinent to Job placement, SRSO District 

Managers along with vocational training profile, 

has conducted different meeting with industries 

at local level and small workshops for placement 

of graduates. Indeed, many graduates are now 

working at different industries and workshops or 

have opened their own business as an 

entrepreneur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Job Placement

• Certified Pax Vocational Training
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CMST/VMST/CIF Book keeping/LMST Trainings 
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Under the PPRP Programme Funded by GoS, the 

first round of Community Investment Fund (CIF) 

cheques distributed in the fostered Village 

Organizations’ (VOs) to the poorest households. 

These VO Office bearers have participated the 

managerial skills development trainings for 

managing the CIF and IGG and more 

interventions. They attended VO management 

and Planning training, CIF appraisal and 

Monitoring, Book keeping and CO accounts 

auditing training.  

The community office bearers are also 

maintaining the community record of 

community institution of registers for a proper 

record in all districts of project including 

Sanghar, Mirpurkhas, Khairpur, Badin, Umer kot 

and Thatta. 

The community on basis of their available 

resources, they develop their own Micro 

investment plan (MIP) for investment purposes 

to generate income, CIF is interest free loan, and 

it is a seed money.  

Therefore, CIF is one of the main components of 

the Government of Sindh Funded Union Council 

Based Poverty Reduction Programme and 

targeted at the women from poor and poorest 

households. A capital grant provided by the SRSO 

VOs or Local Support organizations’ (LSOs), and 

used by those community institutions (CIs) as a 

revolving fund.  

Note: The CIF Disbursed Amount is both (New 

and Revolving).The poverty score of the 

household, obtained through the Poverty Score 

Card (PSC) survey, is used to identify the eligible 

households to ensure that only the poor and 

poorest households (with Poverty Score 0-18) 

access CIF capital and start income generating 

activities. During the visits,  

subjected officials also met with the leaders of 

CIs who gave a brief overview of the progress 

made by their respective CIs for local 

development.  

Community leaders said that the women feel 

empowered and important after forming their 

own organizations’. Talking about the priorities 

of the CO/VOs, they said, “Capacity building of 

women and making them more aware of various 

social and health issues are the CIs priority area”. 

While discussing the challenges at Sanghar, 

community leaders said, “the locals were not 

ready to mobilize initially, but persistent 

persuasion helped the communities realize the 

importance of coming together and saving 

money.” Many women also shared their stories 

about the ways savings have helped them in 

them  

 

 
 

 

Distribution of  Cheques

• CIF and IGG
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Managerial Activist Conference 

(MAC) 
SRSO district Offices organized MAC (Managerial 

Activist Conferences’) for the organized 

Households, Community Institutions office 

bearers and Community resource Persons, 

Volunteer, activist to highlight the village level 

issues and collectively find out the solution with 

the assistance of three pillars officials: Political, 

Administrative and social officials. The 

conference will be a bridge to have a result-

oriented interaction within political, 

government, & social pillars to create the 

platform for these organized rural women  and 

their community institutions (CO/VO/LSO), the 

conference will be a social change agent for 

social pillar to be aware all government and non-

government stakeholders that will assist the 

community.  

Whereas, this type of conference provides the 

basic opportunity to collectively identify the 

social and administrative issues that creating 

hurdles to alleviate the poverty on the village 

level. Furthermore, this conference is a way to 

try to get attention and closer coordination with 

all stakeholders for community-driven 

development with the technical assistance of 

SRSO. 

The workshops attended by community 

members, District Government officials, Women 

Development, Assistant Deputy Commissioners’, 

Social Welfare departments, Local Government 

members, and Different stakeholders’ officials. 

The day dedicated to highlight the importance of 

women mainstreaming in development and 

presenting first women empowering 

Programme. 

PPRP, as role model for active and equitable rural 

development to alleviate the poverty at 

household level with self-assistance and belief 

with new sources and ideas. 

IT is a willingness to work through the 

community institutions’ platform with a 

cumulative development also. 

Furthermore, they also appreciated the women’s 

keen interest in improving education and health. 

District and Local Government officials added 

that their administration would provide full 

support to the rural women for their 

development. Meanwhile, through the 

CO/VO/LSO social mechanism, the government 

line departments have an opportunity to extend 

their outreach and that he will encourage the 

departments to work closely with SRSO and the 

women of COs/VOs/LSOs. 
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Overview: 
Khairpur, Under Peoples’ Poverty Reduction 

Programme funded by Government of Sindh, on 

dated 21st November 2019, Mr. Shoaib Sultan 

Khan, Chairman SRSO, Programme Coordinator 

PPRP Ms. Iffat Malik, CEO NRSP Rashid Khan 

Bajwa and CEO SRSO attended the community 

institution organized Managerial Activist 

Conference at Village Gogi Magnejo UC Noor 

Pur, Tehsil Kingri, District Khairpur. The 

Community Institutions organized a community 

conference “Managerial Activist Conference” at 

Village Gogi Maganejo UC Noorpur, Tehsil Kingri, 

District Khairpur.  

The Community institution (CO/VO/LSO) office 

bearers shared their community initiatives’ and 

developments under taken through PPRP 

interventions’ and details of linkages with 

Government Line Departments. The next session 

was the speeches of esteemed Guest speakers. 

The Chairman Shoaib Sultan Khan said that the 

you organized women have done tremendous 

worked for combating poverty at household 

level and to be the change maker at community 

level by folding them into community institution 

(CO/VO/LSO) at grassroots level.  

He added, the potential of combating poverty at 

household lies in your hand and within short 

duration, you have proved that you can change 

your fate and proved that you will be a change 

agent, i.e. Sheher Bano is one of diamond that 

will shine your UC and Book Keeper Shumaila has 

tremendous potential to shine and with passage 

of time they will have more shinning capacity. In 

addition, he urged the community to play a vital 

role in community driven development and 

having small initiatives’ as have good linkages 
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with Government departments i.e. Like you 

people have arranged animal vaccination, 

Fumigation of malaria and arranged a Nadra 

Mobile Van for registration and generation 

National Identity Cards for households.  

Furthermore, he focused on linkages with 

Government Institutions and local authorities to 

take a corridor of new community development 

initiatives’ and combat the poverty at household 

level together. He added that by linking the dots 

of political and administrative pillars (like today 

AC has participated in this event) with the socio-

economic pillar (community institutions) and 

engaging community for their own development 

for reducing poverty and improving quality of life 

of people is vital to build the capacities of people. 

It is mainly directly proportional to increase the 

outreach of government and other development 

actors for effective supply and genuine demand 

of resources at community level that can assist 

the community institutions to avail the 

opportunities. 

He also said that it was beyond the means of 

Government of Sindh to outfit all needs of 

households but none other than Sindh 

Government has provided this opportunity for 

you having such Programme for a mass 

community in six districts of Sindh and I am today 

here talking with you through this Programme. 

CEO NRSP Rashid Bajwa Said that within short 

duration of time, you women have organized 

yourselves and through community institutions 

build strong and useful linkages through which 

many developments have undertaken from LSO 

Platform is the real success of LSO. Today, the 

words you spoken here were real your 
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empowerment, your courage and your success 

that have left the four walls of home and 

mobilized for your rights under the social 

mobilization and now I have firm believe that if 

Pakistan is going to prosperity that is only 

possible through women. 

Ms. Iffat Malik (GoS-PMU PC PPRP) during her 

dialogue with community said that you women 

have proved that your small initiatives for 

welfare of community will change the area and 

nation also. Today, your speeches and LSO 

initiatives’ have opened my eyes that a rural 

woman can be a bold, a courageous woman and 

can lead from front and can took part actively to 

combat the poverty at household level through 

different steps. She further added that, today I 

am happy to see the real impact of this program 

that was reflected from speeches and LSO 

Presentation and LSO different initiatives’ taken 

for community driven development. She also 

added that inshallah in few years you will also 

start internal lending through LSO for helping the 

helpless women and build strong linkages with 

other Government departments for community 

development. She added that you should focus 

mainly on girl’s education because they are the 

real asset and through education they will be 

shine and future will be brightening. Community 

also shared their success stories and how they 

have tackled the poverty through self-reliance 

and self-belief that we can change ourselves with 

technical and financial assistance of Government 

of Sindh under PPRP Programme.  

In last, the cheques were distributed among 

different intervention beneficiaries: Community 

investment Fund (CIF), Income Generating Grant 

(IGG), Vocational Training Program (VTP), 

Enterprise Development- Business Development 

Groups and Low-Cost Houses and they paid 

thanks to Government of Sindh for providing the 

technical assistance in terms of Financial and 

Technical by SRSO and GoS. 

The next visit paid to another village named 

Kehar Khan UC Noor Pur-LSO ROSHNI for LSO 

Office Inauguration and visit Small-Scale Floor 

Mill (BDG Group of Enterprise Development). 

The honorable Chairman and GoS PMU PC PPRP 

inaugurated the LSO ROSHNI Office and LSO 

Chairperson told them in detail that how they 

have established this office along with a meeting 

hall for gatherings’ and meetings at community 

level. They also view the pictures of their success 

inserted on notice board in their office. They also 

visited the BDG-Small Scale Floor Mill and 

checked the process and community record of 

BDG even per day sale and machine protocols. In 

Last PC PPRP also plant a Moringa Sapling at 

corridor of Floor Mill and Chairman SRSO Shoaib 

Sultan khan planted a Morning tree in corridor of 

LSO Office. 
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Visit of Chairman SRSO and Program 

Coordinator GoS PMU PPRP Visit 

 

Visit Objectives: 

Field Visit of PPRP Interventions 

Women Encouragement and viewing their 

empowerment at Union Council Level 

Inauguration of LSO Office 

Visit of PPRP Enterprise Development -Small 

Scale Floor Business 

Participation in Managerial Activist Conference 

 

Proceedings: 

Activity:1  

Visit of Stalls at Community Institution 

Conference 

The esteemed Guests first visited the stalls of 

different BDGs-Business Development Groups, 

Vocational Training certified entrepreneurs 

(women and youth) along with Government 

Departments’: Livestock and Allied Bank. The 

guests were briefed about every stall by the 

representatives and focal persons in explicit 

manner with practical exposure available at stall. 

Guests much appreciated and encouraged rural 

women for taking such initiatives for collective 

thinking and encouraged women 

entrepreneurship at community level. 

ACTIVITY 2:  DIALOGUE WITH IALP-UNICEF 

CHAMPIONS 

The Next session was guests dialogue with 

UNICEF Funded Project -IALP (Improving 

Adolescents’ Lives in Pakistan) a group of female 

champions. The Project Focal Person brief the 

guests about the project and interventions 

carried out under this project. Guests also 

conversated with champions about the impact of 

project interventions and they happy to see the 

positive and much more effective response from 

champions specially the girl’s rights and their 

education. 

This Project is for the adolescents’ having 

targeted groups Male Female and Mix with 
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having age (10-19). This is to improve the life 

skills and capacity development of youth through 

different vocational trainings, Inter-Generation 

Dialogues, trickle down session, exposure visits 

and action plans.  

Guests appreciated the Project achievements’ 

and role of SRSO and RSPN for implementing the 

project for our youth and working specially for 

rural girls’ rights where literacy rate of girls is 

very low and they are not aware about their 

rights. 

ACTIVITY: 3 MANAGERIAL ACTIVIST CONFERENCE 

Under Peoples’ Poverty Reduction Program at 

Khairpur, 21 November 2019: Mr. Shoaib Sultan 

Khan, Chairman SRSO, Ms. Iffat Malik, Program 

Coordinator GoS PMU PPRP and CEO NRSP Mr. 

Rashid Bajwa along with SRSO Higher 

Management attended the community 

institutions (CO/VO/LSO) Organized Managerial 

Activist Conference in Gogi Mangnejo village of 

Union Council Noorpur,Tehsil Kingri, District 

Khairpur, as part of the Peoples Poverty 

Reduction Program (PPRP) with financial 

assistance of Government of Sindh. The 

conference was attended by all community 

institutions (Office Bearers and Members), 

community rural women, District Government 

Officials, Assistant Commissioner, Government 

Line Departments, Union Council Chairman and 

other Departments (Livestock, Agriculture and 

Allied Bank of Pakistan officials participated. 

The Next was formal proceedings of Community 

conference and they started it with recitation of 

Holy Quran by a community volunteer named 

Komal, later the LSO Roshni Chairperson Ms. 

Sheher Bano paid thanks to all guests and 

community in 

welcome speech. The 

next session was the 

LSO Roshni Book 

keeper Shumaila 

present the LSO 

presentation in detail 

with their vision, 

mission and 

initiatives’ and linkages with Government 
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Departments’ for community driven 

development. She was well versed regarding the 

LSO initiatives’ and also the upcoming plan of 

LSO at Union Council Level. Guests appreciated 

the work done by LSO in short duration of time 

specially for providing the assistance to rural girls 

to avoid early child marriage, hygiene and 

sanitation behavioral changes initiatives’ and 

helping the helpless pregnant women for 

institutional child birth and plantation campaign 

at household level. 

The Next Speaker was from community Shaher 

Bano-LSO Office bearer, she said that today I am 

happy to see Shoaib Sultan Khan at her home, 

because this is what we expected to achieve to 

acknowledge our work by a living legend Mr. 

Shoaib Sultan Khan. She added that how they 

have taken initiatives’ and LSO linkages with 

Government Line Departments: i.e. Animal 

Vaccination in settlements of Union Council, she 

narrated the whole incident that a virus came 

into our UC due to which animal death ratio was 

increased as highest ration within few days. In 

pertinent to the aforementioned issues, LSO 

meeting was called and decided to contact with 

Livestock department officials for animal 

vaccination and on next day we meet with 

Livestock official and they came to our villages 

and did vaccination which save us from a big 

disaster.  

She narrated the incident of stopping an early 

child marriage of a girl from a settlement at the 

age of 13 years. She said that being a Baloch tribe 

woman, we have no authority to go outside the 

village or raise voice against the males but when 

I listened about this marriage, I contacted with 

all LSO office bearers and on next day called a 

meeting to do any action to stop this marriage. 

So, we decided to contact with Deputy 

commissioner and Assistant commissioner along 

with Police department and said to them please 

keep our names in secret and at any cost stop 

this marriage. In reply, SHO came and stop this 

early child marriage. She also narrated other 

achievements also performed at LSO platform 

i.e. grant to helpless poor women for providing 

assistance to institutional child birth and tree 

plantation for mitigate the climate change issue 

at village level. 

She also versed a poem that we are here to 

alleviate the poverty and joining your journey to  

“Chalo Qadam Barhao Bhano. Shoaib Sultan 

Khan Hum tumhare sath Hain” 

“Chalo Qadam Barhao Ms. Iffat, Hum tumhri 

Sath Hain……. 

ACTIVITY: 4 COMMUNITY SPEECHES 

The next Community Speaker was Tahmina from 

Village Jumo Magnejo, she narrated that how 

she has got benefit from effective utilization of 

Community Investment Fund, she told that She 

purchase the Unstitched clothes from Market of 

20,000PKR and Sell it 25000 PKR. Again, she 

purchased the Clothes and earn more so within 

six months she earned 40,000PKR and now she 
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has successfully repaid the CIF amount and also 

running their business. 

The Next Community Speakers were Zainab, 

Sakeena,Ghulam Fiza, Noor Bano and Allah Dini. 

All told about their life changes steps through 

which they have took different changes and 

started different business, utilized the 

Community investment Fund and technical 

support from Sindh Government.  

ACTIVITY: 5 GUEST SPEAKERS SPEECHES 

The next speaker was from esteemed guests: Mr. 

Rashid Bajwa. In his speech to community, he 

said that today you women have brought a silent 

revolution within short duration and proved my 

teacher statement right that only prosperity is 

possible through women. You deserve a big 

applaud that you have achieved big milestones 

on community institution platform and your 

speeches were best even we cannot speak it like 

that. You are the real women empowerment 

that you have broken and shackles the walls of 

fear and today you are sitting here and telling 

your own success by yourselves. LSO deserves a 

big appreciation and encouragement for their 

initiatives’. I have firm believe that one day your 

Union Council Will be a model UC for community 
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development undertaken by rural women who 

have their willing and self-belief that they can be 

a change agent of the society and will change the 

society. 

Today, women are working everywhere, few 

years ago in Sindh, working with women was a 

question but today your outburst speeches and 

work have changed our mind that women are 

the only key to prosperity of Pakistan.  

The Next Speaker was Ms. Iffat Malik ( 

Programme Coordinator GoS PMU PPRP), She 

said that I am speechless after having wonderful 

sharing and talks by you women and also happy 
to see that women are changing their 

households approach to participate in their 
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prosperity and came out of four walls and home 

chores and working for combating the poverty. 

She appreciated the efforts and success 

undertaken by the rural women who shared 

their stories and also thanks that through GoS 

Funded Project there is a change that have 

ignited your flame of change in the society and 

women empowerment through project 

interventions: CIF/IGG, VTP and Enterprise for 

encouraging women for their success. She urged 

the women to positively contribute towards 

collective growth and development and 

inshallah one day will come that you will shortly 

start internal lending to support helpless poor 

women on behalf of LSO to contribute towards 

the end of poverty and zero hunger. 

The Next Speaker was the Chairman SRSO Mr. 

Shoaib Sultan Khan, he started his speech by 

versing a verse of Poetry 

“ Aañkh jo kuchh dekhtī hai lab pe aa saktā 

nahīñ 

Mahv-e-hairat hun ki duniyā kyā se kyā ho jāegī. 

“ 

During his speech Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, 

shared insights from his social mobilization 

working experience with rural communities and 
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helping them in combating poverty through 

collective efforts by folding them into 

community institutions (CO/VO/LSO). He also 

explained the processes, intended outcomes and 

objectives of the community driven 

development approach taken through 

community institutions platform with your 

consensus and technical support of Program and 

SRSO. For this development your consensus and 

self-firm belief is mandatory to change ylourself 

and participate in the community initiatives’ 

through social awareness. He urged the women 

to organize themselves by folding into 

community institutions’, and starting saving 

money, identifying issues, discussing the issues 

and collectively coming up with results. 

He mainly emphasized on the women to 

organize themselves, harness and enhance their 

skills and abilities to be able to improve their 

lives and livings, to be able to combat the 

poverty line.  

He quoted an example on technical assistance 

that as Train has required an engine to run to 

track, same is like for community institutions 

that they also need a technical assistance for 

households’ and strong linkages with 

Government and Non-Government Line 

departments for community driven 

development. 

He added, that the Community Book Keeper of 

LSO -Ms. Shumaila has given a detailed 

presentation and present in a nice way that an 

official cannot also give in that way. 

Furthermore, he appreciated the LSO 

achievements’ and their office bearers I.e. like 

CBK and Sheher bano. He said that remember 

one thing that if any CO/VO/LSO has such 

diamonds (Shumaila and Sheher Bano) they will 

sustain for long time and community 

development will took place at community level 

with bold character and leading from front. 

He said that today after the speech of Sheher 

Bano, I am speechless and no words to 

appreciate the efforts and commitment with 

dedication of community development has 

proved that she is a real diamond of her LSO and 

community. Moreover, He said that as `your 

community institutions are running properly but 

they just need a support like Sindh Rural Support 

Organization to show you the road map to 

development and guide you, so same SRSO has 

need their financial assistance of Government of 

Sindh to implement the program of combating 

poverty. 
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He narrated that how he started his journey with 

Sindh Government, in 1989 I met with Shaheed 

Muhtarama Benazir Bhutto for three tiers social 

mobilization approach for poverty reduction 

program, in result she wrote a letter to 

Government of Sindh for doing work on this.  

The Government of Sindh in year 2003 

corresponded with me by sending a letter. I 

received a letter that was written that we are 

establishing an organization named as Sindh 

Rural Support Organization and became 

chairman of it. So, I requested to GoS that kindly 

allocate an endowment fund for proper running 

of an organization because the changes of 

Governments may not affect the organization 

and organization operations remained continued 

without any financial assistance.  

In year 2008, the Government of Sindh approved 

a PC-1 for a Union council-based model program 

to implement as a pilot program in two districts 

of Sindh (Shikarpur and Kashmore@Kandh kot) 

for a program named Union Council Based 

Poverty Reduction Program (UCBPRP). 

He urged the community that If Government of 

Sindh has not financially supported the SRSO for 

this program then they cannot run this huge 

program so do not call his name as change agent 

but remember the name of Government of 

Sindh. SRSO is running through peoples like the 

first CEO was Suleman Shaikh then Nazar 

Memon and many other even today as Dittal 

Kalhoro, all are administratively running the 

operations of SRSO. 

He further added that today you have proved 

that you can achieve all the community 

development initiatives and you are my pride; 

you have folded yourselves into CIs and on 

routine basis conducting meetings and doing 

resource mobilization for covering the remaining 

households to became member of institutes. 

Now, only need is to build strong linkages with 

Government and Non-Government Institutes 

like LSO Roshni has built up with Livestock 

Department and Allied Bank of Pakistan. As 

Assistant Commissioner has participated in your 

program which is a good symbol and recognition 

of Program.  

Now, I am Requesting to Ms. Iffat Malik PC of 

PPRP Program to narrate this all achievements to 

your higher authorities’.   

ACTIVITY: 6 CHEQUE DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY 

The next session was distribution of cheques 

among different interventions beneficiaries. So, 

First the CIF cheques were disbursed by SRSO 

Chairman Shoaib Sultan khan and later the ED 

and IGG cheques were distributed by Ms. Iffat 

Malik and Rashid Bajwa. 

Following this program, the esteemed guests 

move to the next location for inauguration of LSO 

Office and visiting the Enterprise D 

Development-Small Scale Floor Machine 

Business. 
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ACTIVITY: 7  LSO OFFICE INAUGURATION AND VISIT 

OF BDG-SMALL SCALE FLOOR MACHINE 

The next visit paid to another village named 

Kehar Khan UC Noor Pur-LSO ROSHNI for LSO 

Office Inauguration and visit Small-Scale Floor 

Mill (BDG Group of Enterprise Development). 

The honorable Chairman and GoS PMU PC PPRP 

inaugurated the LSO ROSHNI Office. 

LSO Chairperson briefed in explicit manner to the 

guests that how they have established this office 

along with a meeting hall for gatherings’ and 

meetings at community level. She also told them 

that community institutions are striving hard for 

community driven development with effective 

utilization of office and Guest appreciated the 

LSO initiatives which were tremendous and 

remarkable within short period of time and they 

also view the pictures of their success inserted 

on notice board in their office. 

She also added that we have strong 

documentation mechanism for record keeping of 
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every initiative and community level meeting. 

They also visited the BDG-Small Scale Floor Mill 

and checked the process and community record 

of BDG even per day sale and machine protocols. 

In Last PC PPRP also plant a Moringa Sapling at 

corridor of Floor Mill and Chairman SRSO Shoaib 

Sultan khan planted a Morning tree in corridor of 

LSO Office. 

ACTIVITY: 8 TREE PLANTATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BDG-SMALL SCALE FLOOR MILL 
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THE ESTEEMED GUESTS ALSO VISITED THE BDG AND CHECK 

THE RECORD OF BDG. 
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BDG STALLS DISPLAYED DURING MAC 

 

 

 

 

 

Puncture Shop Business 

 

Date Stock Business 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr# Taulka UC CO VO BDG Members Type of Stall/Business Name

1 Khairpur Shadi Shaheed Nisar, Bagh Ali Qurban Katohar 5 Puncture Shop

2 Khairpur Ubri Jeay Sindh, Hajira Eidon Tunio 5 Date Stock

3 Sobhodero Pir Bux Tunio Dilshad, Shaista Ameen Sheikh 10 Poultry Business

4 Sobhodero Gadeji Insaf, Arslan,Kamran Gadeji 10 Advance Tailoring

5 Khairpur Khanpur Shifa, Komal, Anmol Rabnawaz Junejo 10 Wheat Straw

Desi Poultry Business 

Advance Tailoring Business 
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Wheat Straw Business 
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Fire Incident 
 SRSO emergency response to victim 

 

 

 

 

On dated 11th November 2019, fire incident 

occurred at Village Jatoi Farm union council 

Gharo, Tehsil Shaheed Fazul Rahu District Badin 

which made four houses as victim and took lives 

of three children below age of 05 years. 

Couple of weeks before 23 households migrated 

from village Adhigam Tehsil and District Nangar 

parkar for the purpose of income generation in 

season of rice crop harvesting at Village Jatoi 

Farm union council Gharo, Tehsile Shaheed Fazul 

Rahu District Badin. 

The incident happened in absence of parents 

who were engaged in activity of harvesting at 

field and children were in the sleep at huts which  

 

were covered with layer of nest. The cause of fire 

incident remained unidentifiable and mystery.  

Hence, the information acknowledged to Sindh 

Rural Support Organization (SRSO) district team 

in late hours of night. Concern District Manager 

coordinated with high management of SRSO and 

District Administration Badin i.e. Dr. Abdul 

Hafeez Siyal DC Badin and Mr. Zulifqar Nizamani 

Assistant Commissioner (AC) Shaheed Fazul 

Rahu including other social sectors in perspective 

of supporting to the fire incident victims. 

SRSO management escorted Political and District 

administration persons at the location i.e. 

Mohammad Aslam Rahu younger brother of 

Mr.Ismail Rahu minister of agriculture, Mr. 

Zulifqar Nizamani Assistant Commissioner at 

Tehsil Shaheed Fazal Raho, Mr. Niaz Hingoro 

Manager IMSD, Dr.Ghulam Rasool Samejo  team 

leader of PPRP including whole District team 

from SRSO Badin and 10 Office bearers & 

representative of women organized from Local 

Support Organizations( LSOs) i.e. LSO Surhan UC 
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M.Shah, LSO Ahmed Rajo, LSO Tarai under 

Peoples' Poverty Reduction Program (PPRP) 

financed by Government of Sindh; consoled with 

head of victim households and sympathized. 

SRSO Management responded in the shape of 

food and none food item's with coordination of 

District Administration DC Badin, AC of Tehsil 

Shaheed Fazul Rahu, Pakistan Red Crescent 

Society and local notables. 

Detail is as under SRSO supported items 

Flour 20kg,Geh,Rice 15 kg,Dal 5kg,Namak,Potato 

05 kg, Masalo,Onion,Clothes for children and 

parents Kitchen all necessary pots. 

DC supported 04 tents, Pakistan Red Crescent 

Society and local notables. Water buckets, 

Chattai, cooking Stove, Mosquito net 

Political Pillar, Food items, Cash in hand 

Representative of Local Support Organization 

(LSOs), Pillows, Blankets, Sheets (Rillies), 

Mr. Zulifqar Nizamani Assistant Commissioner 

Shaheed Fazal Raho, administration, Mr. Niaz 

Hingoro, Dr.Ghulam Rasool Samejo with whole 

District team from SRSO and 10 Office bearers & 

representative of women organized from Local 

Support Organizations( LSOs) distributed goods ( 

food and non-food items) among the affective 

head of households and Mr. Aslam Raho (Brother 

also granted cash in hand to each households. 

SRSO took efforts to respond the emergency 

within 24 hours and Community responded with 

thanks to all supporting Officers from District 

Administration Badin, politicians, SRSO and 

organized community to support in emergency. 
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Picture Gallery  
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Business Development Groups Profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost & Benefit Analysis 

Per Unit (0.5 Acer) Cost Per Acer cost 

240,00 480,00 

Cost Benefit 

 net Profit Per 

Unit   (0.5 acre)  
Per Acer net profit 

Average 

Monthly income 

per member 

96036 192072 8003 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uc: Dhoro 
Janib

RV: Itpar

VO: 
ROSHAN:

BDG 
Member: 

15

Investment 
Cost: 

4,17,950/=

GoS PPRP 
Contribution: 

2,59,250/=

Community 
Contribution: 

1,58,700/=

Each 
Member 
Benefited 

per month: 
RS.  8003/=
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Cost & Analysis  

Initial cost for 
setup 

Raw 
Material   

Capacity of group to 
product meters in 
month  

155000 80000 334 

Cost Benefit 

 Profit Per 
meter 

Annual 
production  

Average Monthly 
income per 
member 

100 
4000 

meters 
8003 
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District

C
h
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ti
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n

Union 
Council

SA
FI

A

BDG 
Name

Uc: Chotiyaroon

RV: Chotiyaroon

VO: SAFIA

BDG Member: 
12

Investment Cost: 
2,35000/=
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Enterprise Development Business Status 

Sr No  District Business type 
# of 
Group 
member 

Investment 
Cost 

Execution Position 

        1   Khairpur   Small Scale Poultry form              10           227,000   Executed  

        2   Khairpur   Advance Dress Making              10           331,000   Executed  

        3   Khairpur   Flour Machine              10           385,000   Executed  

        4   Khairpur   Goat Fattening              10           279,000   Initiated   

        5   Khairpur   Buffalo Fattening                 6           301,000   Initiated   

        6   Khairpur   Floor Machine              10           385,000   Initiated   

        7   Khairpur   Wheat Straw              10           200,000   Executed  

        8   Khairpur   Tunnel Farming                 8             70,000   Executed  

        9   Khairpur   Tunnel Farming                 6             66,000   Executed  

      10   Khairpur   Puncture Shop                 3           151,000   Executed  

      11   Khairpur   Fish Form                 5           119,000   In Process  

      12   Khairpur   Goat Fattening                 5           200,000   In Process  

      13   Khairpur   Date Stock                 5           316,400   Executed  

      14   Khairpur   Milk Business Through Buffaloes                 5           313,400   Initiated  

      15   Khairpur   Goat Business                 5           270,000   In Process  

      16   Khairpur   Cattle Forming                 8           305,000   In Process  

      17   Khairpur   Home Based Cloth Business                 5           149,200   Initiated  

      18   Khairpur   Grocery                 8           262,800   Initiated   

      19   Khairpur   Nursery                 8           244,000   Initiated  

      20   Khairpur   Flour Machine                 8           185,000   In Process  

      21   Khairpur   Business of Wheat Straw                 7           125,000   Initiated  

      22   Khairpur   Livestock Feed Business                 6           150,500   Initiated  

      23   Khairpur   Motor cycle Spare Part                 9           253,788   Initiated   

      24   Khairpur   Nursery                 8           254,000   Initiated  

      25   Khairpur   Grocery                 5           262,800   Initiated  

      26   Khairpur   Home Based Cloth Business                 5           302,500   Initiated   

      27   Khairpur   Business of applique                 5           204,500   Initiated   
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      28   Khairpur   Dates Gardening on contract                 7           145,200   Initiated   

      29   Khairpur   Business of Auto Raksha                 5           230,000   In Process  

      30   Khairpur   Business of Truai & Patter                 5           256,500   Initiated   

      31   Khairpur   Business of Fish Form                 5           120,000   In Process  

      32   Khairpur   Fish Form                 6           120,000   In Process  

      33   Sanghar   Indigo Plantation               15           259,250   Executed    

      34   Sanghar   Block Printing               12           235,000   Executed    

      35   Sanghar   Indigenous e Hen forming for Eggs               18           298,450   processed   

      36   Sanghar   Vegetable forming                  5           119,000   processed   

      37   Sanghar   Grocery shop               10           255,000   In Process  

      38   Sanghar   Indigenous Hen forming for Eggs                  7           175,550   In Process  

      39   Sanghar   Khoiya Making                 8           273,500   In Process  

      40   Sanghar   Flour Mil                 8           325,250   In Process  

      41   Sanghar   Cow Calf              10           290,000   In Process  

      42   Sanghar   Cloth Shop                 8           247,000   In Process  

      43   Badin   Buffalo Rearing                 8           470,000   In Process  

      44   Badin   Buffalo Rearing                 5           305,000   In Process  

      45   Badin   Cot rope                 5           194,500   In Process  

      46   Badin   Fish business                 5           324,500   In Process  

      47   Thatta   Cloth Shop                 1             40,000   Executed  

      48   Thatta   Bakery Biscuits                  1             50,000   Executed  

      49   Thatta   Grocery Shop                 1             50,000   Executed  

      50   Thatta   Saloon Shop                 1             50,000   Executed  

      51   Thatta   Kirayana Shop (Cabin Shop)                 1             50,000   Executed  

      52   Thatta   Vegetable Shop                 1             50,000   Executed  

      53   Thatta   Kirayana shop                 1             50,000   Executed  

      54   Thatta   General Store (Hand Embroidery)                 1             50,000   Executed  

      55   Mirpurkhas   Flour Mill                 5           353,000   Purchasing process  

      56   Mirpurkhas   Goat Fatening                 8           446,000   In Process  

      57   Mirpurkhas   Cow Calf                 7           340,000   In Process  
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      58   Mirpurkhas   Transport (Raksha Service)                 7           278,000   Executed  

      59   Mirpurkhas   Pickle Making Group              12           120,000   Executed  

      60   Mirpurkhas   Nursery                 5           228,500   Executed  

      61   Mirpurkhas   Male Tailoring                 7           251,500   Executed  

      62   Umer Kot   Buffalo Rearing                 5           310,000   In Process  

      63   Umer Kot   Cosmetic & Grocerry Shop                 4           260,000   In Process  

      64   Umer Kot   Cloth and Chappal Store                 5           310,000   In Process  

      65   Umer Kot   kiryana Store                 2           110,000   In Process  

      66   Umer Kot   Small Scale Floor Mill                 5           310,000   Executed  
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Households organized 4,759     2,995     63% 6,641       2,453   37% 4,653       316      7% 3,883       2,592 67% 2,769       3,178 100% 3,534       2,592 73% 26,239       14,126 54%

Number of Cos formed 241         149        62% 251          139      55% 259          21         8% 144          165    100% 154          208    100% 153          165    100% 1,201         847      71%

Number of Vos formed 45           16          35% 47            18         38% 28            1           4% 27            41      100% 17            21      100% 29            41      100% 193            138      72%

Number of LSOs formed 3             -         0% 2              3           100% 2              -       0% 2              3         100% 1              -     0% 1              3         100% 11              9           84%

Income Generating Grant (0-

11)
186         104        56% 194          59         30% 184          422      100% 111          86      78% 109          232    100% 118          86      73% 901            989      100%

Community Investment Fund 

(0-18)
991         376        38% 1,032       501      49% 525          737      100% 592          326    55% 208          498    100% 629          326    52% 3,977         2,764   70%

Vocational Training 

Programme (0-18)
195         160        82% 203          138      68% 193          100      52% 155          92      59% 115          34      30% 141          185    100% 1,002         709      71%

Low Cost Housing (initiated) 102         21          21% 142          14         10% 96            37         39% 83            34      41% 57            44      77% 75            34      45% 554            184      33%

Enterprise Development 

(BDGs)
2             10          100% 3              4           100% 2              4           100% 2              -     0% 1              5         100% 1              -     0% 11              23         100%

CMST of COs Formed 529         340        64% 738          115      16% 612          -       0% 451          40      9% 364          304    83% 393          432    100% 3,087         1,231   40%

Mangement & Planned  

Training  for Vos
66           20          30% 92            53         58% 63            22         35% 54            21      39% 37            -     0% 49            23      47% 362            139      38%

CIF Book-keeping & CO 

Accounts Auditing Training for 

Vos
66           60          91% 92            58         63% 68            18         26% 54            22      41% 41            18      44% 49            22      45% 370            198      54%

CIF Appraisal and Monitoring 

Training Vos
66           57          86% 92            54         59% 68            41         60% 54            22      41% 41            37      91% 49            23      47% 370            234      63%

Manager - Activist 

Conferences of VOs 
333         400        100% 465          -       0% 331          -       0% 272          -     0% 197          277    100% 247          -     0% 1,845         677      37%

Leadership Management 

Training for LSO members 
9             -         0% 11            -       0% 8              -       0% 8              -     0% 5              20      100% 5              -     0% 46              20         43%

LSO Members (Financial 

Mgt& Book keeping Trg)
5             -         0% 5              -       0% 4              -       0% 4              -     0% 2              17      100% 3              -     0% 23              -       0%
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